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The Astrology of a New Vision of Capitalism
Earth stelliums always bring modern capitalism's speculative obsessions
‘down to earth’. They will dominate from 2018 through 2020.
Astro-events of recent decades reveal ever more desperate, but
unrealistic attempts to sustain a system past its sell-by date.
How will the World Economy fare through these years?
Does the Pluto-in-Aquarius period that will follow indicate something
worse or better?
Now is the time to look beyond conventional economic methodology over
many years and then narrow down to deeply discuss the astro-indicators.

Firstly a little biographical background …
My interest in the astrology of our world economic system
goes back to 1987.

The 1987 August
reversal and
October crash
inspired Rob Hand
and Bill Meridian
to create
AstroAnalyst,
which I supported
as Astrolabe’s UK
rep.
Note the
concentration of
Earth planets at
the turning point.

At the end of
1993, I was asked
to use
AstroAnalyst to
advise a fund
manager on the
bond market in
the City of London
Noticing another
major turning
point [1990 in the
Nikkei] at the
concentration of
Earth planets at a
Capricorn new
moon stellium
similar to…

…to the upcoming Capricorn new mmon on 11th January 1994, I suggested a major down
turn in the markets, including the Bond market.
Note the concentration of Earth planets at the turning point.

So over the years, I have
been looking back and
forward and found that
Earth stelliums indicate
economic realism.
Prices adjusted logarithmically.
The Capricorn stelliums
[tropical 2008-24 and
sidereal 2021] are the
most powerful yet
Does this indicate
Just another correction,
or a radical change in the
very foundation of
capitalism as it has
developed over the past
500 years…or even more
than that?

Electional Search Results
Criteria: FIND (Jup in Cp) & (Sat in Cp)
AND (Plu in Cp) AND (Jup Cnj Plu)
Search From 1 Jan 5001 BC to 1 Jan 5000

How often has this happened before?

22 Jan 4573 BC
04:19:09
13 Jan 4336 BC
06:47:42
9 Mar 3838 BC
12:38:50
29 Feb 3601 BC
11:34:18
24 Apr 2866 BC
18:55:09
17 Aug 2866 BC
13:35:24
1 Dec 2866 BC
14:31:29
12 November 2020 21:38:39(UT)
3 Mar 2755
14:37:19 (UT)
5 Aug 2755
18:01:51 (UT)
8 Oct 2755
23:09:37 (UT)
14 Dec 3253
17:48:03 (UT)
9 Jan 3490
03:47:42

Do we face a time of truth? How substantial is the economic reality these years confront us
with? We need to study the nature of our current economic system in its historical context.

A brief look at ancient times
Tropical Ingresses
1 Apr 4573 B44C
17 Mar 4337 BCE
5 Feb 3838 BCE
7 Apr 3602 BCE

Ingress Fagan-Allen
1 Nov 4873 BCE
28 Nov 4636 BCE
31 Dec 4636 BCE
26 Dec 4138 BCE
29 Jan 3900 BCE

8 Dec 2867 BCE
26 Dec 2630 BCE

9 Dec 3165 BCE

10 Mar 0549

3714 year gap
21 Nov 0549
12 Jan 1048

11 Nov 1284

14 Jan 1285

02 Dec 2019
to 22 Mar 2020
02 Jul 2020
to 19 Dec 2020

26 Jan 2021

14 December 2754

09 Feb 4524

09 February 3253
25 December 3489

When we include Tropical Uranus

2 Jan 3401 BCE

5 Jan 1894 BCE

2443 year gap

Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn
All 3 planets together in Capricorn - 5,000BCE to 5,000CE

Electional Search Results
Criteria: FIND (Plu in Cp) AND (Sat in Cp)
AND (Jup in Cp) AND (Ura in Ta)
Search From: 1 Jan 4999 BCE 00:00
Search To: 1 Jan 4999 00:00
Enters 8 Feb 3838 BCE
First writing
Leaves 18 Mar 3838 BCE

3200BCE
Bronze Age begins3000-2400 BCE

to 10 Apr 2021

2004 year gap
11 Mar 4025
18 Feb 4524
14 Jan 4761

Enters
Leaves
Enters
Leaves

02 December 2019
22 March 2020
02 July 2020
19 December 2020

Before 221CE – Pluto transited the sidereal zodiac before the tropical one.
All religions and cultures submitted to the supremacy of the heavens, even monotheistic ones
accepted astrology and other esoteric knowledge in their mystery traditions.

Europe
Middle East
Asia

Pluto in Capricorn – a few selected moments from this period
Tropical - change 1183 -1161 BCE
1184 Troy Falls
1178 Odysseus returns home
Tropical - change - 939-917 BCE
931 Death of Solomon
Tropical - change – 694-673 BCE

Sidereal – consolidation -1195-1176 BCE
1197 Trojan War begins
Sidereal – consolidation - 948-929 BCE
940 Building of Temple of Solomon finished
Sidereal – consolidation – 701-682 BCE
700BC Hesiod writes "Theogony“ detailing Greek gods
700BC Upanishads written

Tropical - change – 450-429 BCE
438 The Parthenon on the Acropolis
at Athens completed

Sidereal – consolidation -455-436 BCE
447 Construction begins on rebuilding the great
temple of Athena (the Parthenon)
on the Acropolis at Athens

221CE the two zodiacs coincide [Fagan-Allen and American Ephemeris] Rome and the six dynasties in
China were unstable. In Rome, astrology was used mainly for personal power.
After 221CE, the planets transit the tropical before sidereal zodiac. Increasingly the
Western and Middle Eastern religious cultures become focussed on the liberation of the
individual … providing he/she accepts a specific belief. Astrology and other esoteric
knowledge are rejected or pushed to the sidelines.
Tropical Pluto in Capricorn- 287-330 CE

Sidereal Pluto in Capricorn 287-331 CE

first sparks of change

change consolidates

313 CE Christianity legalised in Rome
325CE Council of Nicaea

320 CE Beginning of Indian Classical period
a Golden Age lasting into the 7th century.
Is it significant that their astrology
held to the sidereal zodiac?

Early opening of the door for today’s obsession with individual
enterprise, which is the heart of modern capitalism???

Pluto in Capricorn – building to our modern times – 1
The Pluto transits through both zodiacs over recent 500 years show the nature of what we face today.
Renaissance seeds this by new world discoveries , heliocentric universe, re-discovery of past wisdom, the struggle for
religious freedom. The birth of rationalism threatens the accepted view of humanity’s relationship to God.
Tropical - first sparks of change
Dec 1515- Jul 1534

Sidereal – change consolidates
Jan 1525 – Aug 1544

Europe
Middle East
Asia

Nov 1517 Luther posts his 95 theses

1532 Spanish conquests in South America / Portuguese slave
trade to the Americas continues

1516-17 After Mamluk War, Ottoman Empire
controls holy Islamic sites

1521-41 -Islamic conquests of Eastern Europe continue

1521 The rise of Suleiman the Great

1535 Henry VIII breaks from Catholic church

1517 Portuguese trading ships reach China

1536-41 UK monasteries dissolved

1519-22 First circumnavigation of the World

1543 Copernicus dies. His "On The Revolution of Heavenly
Bodies“ published = heliocentric Solar System

1521-41 Islamic conquests of Eastern Europe
1526 Muslim invaders go through Khyber
pass to raid Indus Valley
1532 Spanish conquests in South America /
Portuguese start slave trade to the Americas

From 1544 Islamic control of Northern India established, but
ongoing conflict between groups into the 1550s
Conflicts between protestants and Catholics grow
Developing trade in the Far East includes Japan

Pluto in Capricorn – building to our modern times – 2
‘The Enlightenment’, birth of modern industrialisation, acceleration of European colonialism, struggle for the
rights of ordinary citizens From 17th to 18th century, rationalism has started to suggest no need for a god and
assume humanity had the right to use and change the Universe at will. It is at a dangerous, early-adolescent
stage in the Great Year Cycle – thinking we know better than mother earth and father sky.
Tropical – first sparks of change
Jan, 1762 – Aug 1778

Sidereal – change consolidates
Jan 1773 – Sept 1792

Europe
Middle East
Asia

Early 1760s Industrial Revolution begins

Sept 1787 – US Constitution adopted

1765 Steam engine condenser created

1789 French Revolution

Islamic influence in Europe weakens

1791 Thomas Payne Publishes ‘Rights of Man’
UK Population movement from countryside to towns gathers
momentum

From 1765 India effectively a British dominion
1768-79 Cook's voyages to Pacific & Australasia
1776 First steam engine created
1776 US Declaration of Independence
1776 Thomas Payne Publishes ‘Common Sense’

August 1791 first revolt against the Western Slave trade in Haiti

The European nations led by Britain map and record
the world, as if creating an 18th/19th century global
‘Doomesday Book’ of assets to exploit. Today’s
capitalism and the struggle for democracy are born.

This and the next chart show the
inadequate foundation of
today’s capitalism, and so the
present world economic system
it is meant to underpin.

This is the chart of a casino. How
can gambling with peoples work
and livelihood be a sound basis for
the world economy?

Earth stelliums indicate economic
realism. As long as greed and
money motivate our lives, they
will point to major market
downturns.
Are there reasons to suggest this
one will be more substantial than
a mere market correction?

1929-45 1929 Crash and
depression are major
warning signs that the
system is unsustainable US
New Deal & World War 2
divert attention from the
failing colonial capitalism
system.
1945-66 post-war recovery,
based on re-directing the
military machine to
consumer goods production.
1966-79 Middle East &
colonial backlash. Class &
generational struggle in
Western societies.

Now let us look at the
decades leading to
now more deeply.

1980-93 Monetarist
apparent ‘solution’,
achieved by selling the
past: publicly owned
assets, takeovers, asset
stripping, deregulating
Building Societies, sale
of council houses in UK.
Neptune in Capricorn
deluded belief in money
Pluto in Scorpio – no
fear of consequences.
Saturn and Uranus in
Sagittarius – ignore
and/or break down all
barriers.
Note: from last months
of 1987, money is less
plentiful, markets
struggle to recover.

Selling the Past

“Loads of Money”

1990s
The “Greenspan” years
Artificially sustaining
monetarism by selling the
present. Keeping interest
rates artificially low, moving
debt around from one credit
card to another, online
financial trading, believing
the internet changed
economic rules.

Selling the present

Pluto in Sagittarius
1989-91 Jupiter in Cancer opp. Saturn,
There are no barriers to
No barriers,
Uranus<
Neptune
in
Capricorn
progress.
everything is
Uranus/Neptune in Aquarius
possible..or is it??
Unprecedented change, a
Victory of capitalism or just the failure of
new age dawns????
the Soviet form of common ownership??

HOWEVER
Reality Delayed!
The 1995 Community Reinvestment Act
1999 Financial Services Modernisation Act
2000 Commodity Futures Act
in the USA and similar actions in other
nations, further loosened regulation. This
would enable us to…

sell the future…

see next slide…

2000-07
Delusional over-optimism
Investment moved to
property for the first two
years, as relaxed
regulation allowed
unsustainable sub.-prime
loans. Then the assets
created moved back to
equity markets, while
delusional derivative
trading led to mutually
encouraging
propery/equities booms.

Selling the future 1
Taurus
Stelliam
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2008 The boom falters,
then collapses, as Pluto
approaches and then
enters Capricorn to join
Jupiter, with Saturn also
in earth [ Virgo].

Selling the future 2
Taurus Full Moon
During Pluto’s first time in Capricorn

Global bail outs, slashing of
interest rates, quantative
easing and economic cut
backs, artificially force
equity market recovery –
how sustainable is this?

Á‰

Pluto’s final Capricorn ingress

2012-15
Uranus squares Pluto
Brutal upheaval
Ongoing horrors in
Middle East and social
unrest. East Asian
economies dramatically
expand their prosperity
assisting Western
recovery
Launching 2016
Simple Solutions Year
Venus, Mars, Saturn &
Jupiter grand cross, &
Jupiter trine Pluto.,
Anything is possible
and may well happen.
Brexit, President Trump

Selling the future 3

2018
Capricorn New Moon
First of three in years
dominanted by earth
energy 2017-2020.

How often has this happened before 26th December 2019
Since 3000BCE, there have been only two New Moons in Capricorn, when Jupiter, Saturn
and Pluto were there too, One in 1894BCE. The other in 1284 CE, when the Republic of
Venice began coining the ducat, a gold coin that became the standard of European
coinage for the following 600 years.
The most recent New Moon in Capricorn when Saturn and Pluto were in there too was
1517-19 CE. Then there were three too. We saw earlier how major a turning point this
was.

Is there other astro-evidence that we at the point of a major new
development similar, if not more significant to these times?

Three years of Capricorn/Taurus [Earth] Focus – Outer Planets

Fire
Earth
Air
Water

Three years of Capricorn/Taurus [Earth] Focus – Inner Planets except Moon

Fire
Earth
Air
Water

Solar Eclipse 26th December 2019

Solar Eclipse 21st June 2020

How can we avert disaster in the face of all this?
Problem - Politics based on Greed
Economic How much of the future can we sell; how far we can extend global debt?
Globalization has led to helplessness on a mass scale – how can we prevent fewer and fewer people
gaining more and more of the world’s wealth at the expense of everyone else?
Information technology gives power to the people, who are hitting out immaturely BUT it also can
trap us in its dispassionate and inflexible systems, and so return power to those who control us, or
even the soulless artificial intelligence of the machine itself.
5000 years of male power has led to social exploitation and objectification of women and the
feminine in all of us. This leads to brute competition, conflict within and between societies, ultimately
war. Over the past 5000 years, this has become so familiar that we are convinced [especially by those
we allow to lead us] that this is the only way.

There is a better way …

Solution – First Step
Realise that Monetarism is a simplistic, entirely inadequate foundation for today’s world economy, not only
because its “growth” mantra is unsustainable, but also because its only measure is “money”; disregarding the
way it is obtained. By just seeking monetary growth of the Gross Domestic Product [GDP], we measure all as the
same, ignoring how the growth was secured, or its consequences;. This, even though many elements can be
counter-productive measures of economic failure, let alone the social and ecological problems they create.

XGrowth coming from financial manipulation of shares, comodities and derivatives benefits no one but the
investor, and often leads to disadvantageous speculative booms. Not really growth, but the way the few take
from the many.

XGrowth coming from the production and sales of unneeded goods and services, is nearly always a waste of
resources and of short benefit to customers and employees.

Growth coming from the production and sales of goods and services that give lasting value is the only lasting

measure of true, sustainable economic success.
The Value of Everything: Making and
Taking in the Global Economy
Mariana Mazzucato

READ…The Econocracy: On the Perils of
Leaving Economics to the Expert
Joe Earle & Cahal Moran

How to Understand what is happening in the face of all this?

Solution Step 2
Abandon the politics of greed
 Realise that enterprises based on cooperation are the truly efficient ones. This need
not undermine free enterprise; it could enhance it.
 The proliferation of sexual identities and the exposure of abuses of power prepare
the ground for genuine self expression in the many male/female forms we can see in
our birth charts.
 Social and world affairs are based on respect and the celebration of differences.
 Goodwill leads to radical changes in our economic, legal educational, political and
media institutions.

Pluto in Aquarius Is a new materialism possible – fair free-enterprise, a new kind of capitalism beyond the politics of greed?
Read my Economy Ecology and Kindness and Reversing the Race to Global Destruction – Abandoning the Poltics of Green

A system based on respect & kind cooperation is not just idealistic, but also
the only way to true economic efficiency.
Fortunately, it is also the only way to genuine,
lasting happiness.

This is the lesson of wise astrology

A few copies for sale on the Book shop
can sign after or catch me any time.
OR …..Order books from online outlets and especially:

http://www.crucialastrotools.co.uk
http://www.crucialbooks.co.uk
http://astrologicalassociation.com

